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I. DECENTRALISED METAVERSE
The notion of Metaverse arguably refers to the digitalization and dematerialization of a great
many facets of our surroundings and activities. It is uncontested that the Metaverse will not
only aﬀect but also become part of everyone’s future.

Notions of virtual worlds where people interact in immersive ways have historically had a bad
rep from sci-ﬁ (think Neal Stephenson’s “Snow Crash”). Consequently, one might be forgiven
for assuming that real-life simulations of reality will be spearheaded by the most accountable
and transparent entities there ever was. Well, one would be disappointed. Joining Facebook,
several prominent tech players have announced similar moves to create applications that will
function on the ecosystem, eﬀectively guaranteeing a continuation of the centralized,
monopolistic practices that have severely undercut innovation in the global ICT industry.
A centralized metaverse controlled by the wealthiest
corporations will be more dangerous than the most creative
dystopias yet conceived. Privacy, monopoly, costs, and
innovation will likely be the primary victims. Interestingly,
in its released demo, Zuckerberg says, “I’ve come to
believe that the lack of choice and high fees are stiﬂing
innovation, stopping people from building new things
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and holding back the entire internet community”. To be clear, Facebook is the deﬁnition
of a monopoly. It has done precisely what Zuckerberg appears to be lamenting in his
demo: stiﬂed competition and removed choice from consumers. The audacity is deﬁnitely
worth applause.
As our society values freedom above all else, it is necessary to keep the provisioning of
Metaverse and its inclusion in the control of the people, as opposed to leaving it for a
selected few Big Tech. To this end, decentralization is the only provably feasible
approach. The Decentralised Metaverse, which is built atop the Decentralized Ledger
Technology (DLT), is the one and only Metaverse that will prevail.

Let us imagine the Decentralized Metaverse as a theme park; it is intriguing, exciting, and
limitless. We access the park’s delights and thrills with tokens, and issue new ones when
we create a new ride. The creation and consumption of value are both permissionless,
and the rides – if built correctly – cannot be sabotaged by anyone, making our interactions
within the theme park non reliant on trust.
Initially, anybody may access any ride and their counterparty, whether they be the ride
operators or the ride itself. A concerned party could be a person, a trading bot, or even a
menacing smart toaster. Nonetheless, as the ecosystem evolves, many rides will soon need
to know which riders are human and which are toasters. This could be to optimize user
experience for speciﬁc riders, but will more likely be a regulatory and compliance obligation.
Furthermore, some rides may cost more tokens than we currently have, so we can perform a
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task we happen to be really good at (e.g. making and selling candy ﬂoss), make enough
candy ﬂoss tokens, and swap them for ride tokens which we can then use to experience the
ride we have been yearning for.
By and large, mechanisms for issuing and managing Identities, as well as those for handling
transactions, are of very great importance and necessity in any society and gatherings, and
they are even more so in the Decentralized Metaverse.
The foremost and utmost holy grail of Urust Global is to bring forth the substratum for the
Decentralized Metaverse. Urust Global focuses on the two key facets that are essentially to all
Metaverse interactions, which is Identity and Transaction.

II. IDENTITIES IN THE METAVERSE
Digital identities will play the central role in the Metaverse, ranging from an avatar that
features artistic graphic or AR presence to the prerequisite of any online in-metaverse
activities. They equip people from every walk of life with a capability of expressing and
presenting themselves in new ways, allowing for new forms of interaction. As the
metaverse itself needs decentralizing, the issuance, management and utilization of these
digital identities also necessitate decentralization.
We contend that linking our oﬀ-chain, AFK (away-from-keyboard) identities to our public
on-chain addresses is not a bad thing and can bring many beneﬁts – what we must be wary
of however is how this link is made.
DeFi users today enjoy using a completely permissionless and pseudonymous parallel
ﬁnancial system, but only after onboarding to crypto. This onboarding process usually
entails purchasing crypto on a CEX. To do so, one must pass stringent KYC and AML
screens and connect their named bank account, thus we are working with a centralized
gateway to a decentralized world. True decentralization is currently an aspiration. Much of
the middleware and backend we rely on are maintained by central parties. Our reliance on
Infura, Alchemy, and AWS are testament to this.
The biggest vector of centralisation however will not be from CEXs and other ﬁat to crypto
onramps, but from our digital identities. Let us ﬁrst diﬀerentiate between two types of digital
identity:
(i) A natively generated on-chain identity
(ii) An oﬀ-chain identity
An example of a natively generated on-chain identity could be the public address of our
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smart toaster – it provides value (by acting as a node in an IoT network or by lending out its
clever toaster computing chips for distributed computing) and earns value in return in the
form of tokens. These are accrued to its public address: its identity within this network.
The toaster has chips and wires within it – important bits of technology that let it interact with
other devices that also have chips and wires within them. When things already have the
capacity to interact in a blockchain network thanks to things that it is, a digital identity linked
to it is more easily created. Humans on the other hand do not have things within us (chips and
wires) that allow us to natively interact in a blockchain network – not yet anyway. This is why
ﬁrst and foremost, we have oﬀ-chain identities.
These are usually represented with a government-issued ID, our physical home address, or
any kind of biometric information. Since these are not crypto-native, they must be brought
on-chain. Here, it is important to focus on how this information is validated, and brought onto
a blockchain.

When it comes to bringing this kind of information and identiﬁers on-chain, it is extremely
diﬃcult to do so in a trustless manner. The reason public networks such as Bitcoin are
trustless is because anyone can verify anything by looking at the chain where all actions
and interactions are public record; ossiﬁed and stored forever in blocks. Fortunately, we
know the technical answer to the aforementioned sine qua non. In fact, we have not one,
but two approaches to addressing this issue.
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A. SOULBOUND TOKEN
The digital, on-chain identity can be represented by a Soul Bound Token (SBT) that tenants
a decentralized ledger (aka blockchain). Soulbound Tokens (SBT) is a concept proposed in
May 2022 by Ethereum cofounder Vitalik Buterin, lawyer Puja Ohlhaver, and E. Glen Weyl, an
economist and social technologist. The whitepaper, entitled “Decentralized Society: Finding
Web3’s Soul,” lays out the foundation of a fully-decentralized society (DeSoc) governed by
its users and how Soulbound tokens (SBTs) can function as the credentials we use in
everyday life.
Soulbound tokens (SBTs) are non-transferable tokens
representing a person’s identity using blockchain
technology. This could include medical records, work
history, and any type of information that makes up a
person or entity. The wallets that hold or issue these
records are called “Souls.”
People could have multiple
wallets (or Souls) representing
diﬀerent parts of their lives. For
example, someone could have
a “Credentials Soul” for their
work history and a “Medical
Soul” for their health records.
Souls and SBTs would allow people to build a veriﬁable, digital Web3 reputation based on their
past actions and experiences.
On the other hand, Souls can represent an entity that allocates SBTs. For example, companies
can be Souls, issuing SBTs to each employee. A digital country club could issue SBTs to verify
membership status.
SBTs have a wide range of potential use cases. Here are some examples that could
potentially ﬁnd use in everyday life.
EDUCATION HISTORY – When people graduate from university, they receive a
certiﬁcate proving completion of the required courses. The university could be
a Soul issuing the SBTs, and the students would be Souls on the receiving end.
The SBT would store the student’s credentials, proving they hold the relevant
qualiﬁcations and are a member of the university. Simply put, the SBT would
function as proof of attendance.
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JOB APPLICATIONS – In theory, job applicants could submit all their prior work
history and professional certiﬁcates using oﬃcial SBTs issued by previous
companies and institutions. The SBTs would function as proof of skill certiﬁcates.
HEALTH RECORDS – Switching doctors or healthcare providers could be
accelerated using an SBT that holds a person’s medical records. Hypothetically,
the SBT would replace the often slow process of ﬁlling out paperwork, verifying
your medical history, and going back and forth with someone on the phone.
Trust is one of the main challenges aﬀecting the Web3 industry. How can you trust a
person’s reputation in a system designed to be trustless? Let’s use lending money as an
example. Similar to traditional bank credit scores, SBTs could track a user’s DeFi borrowing
history as well as other metrics that determine their risk proﬁle.
SBTs are also a proposed alternative for decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) voting.
Instead of the current governance model, which is based on how many tokens a member
holds, DAOs could issue SBTs that assign voting power based on users’ interactions with the
community. This model would prioritize voting power for the most dedicated users with a
strong reputation.
Besides creating a reputation-based voting system, SBTs may potentially improve the
integrity of DAO voting — namely, defending against Sybil attacks — one of the biggest
threats to the current DAO governance model. During a Sybil attack, an individual or a
group of bad actors overthrow a DAO by purchasing the majority of governance tokens.
Those with majority voting power can manipulate voting proposals and steer the project’s
direction in their favor. The public and veriﬁable nature of SBTs could help detect and
prevent bad actors from entering the DAO and, in turn, deter corruption and Sybil
attacks from occurring.

B. DECENTRALIZED IDENTIFIERS (DID)
The second approach Urust Global embraces to tackle the on-chain identity challenges
is leveraging DID. This is an identity approach using distributed ledger technologies
(DLT), standardized by W3C and the Decentralised Identity Foundation (DIF), and backed
by companies such as IBM and Microsoft.
Decentralised identity is an emerging concept that gives back control of identity to consumers
through the use of an identity wallet in which they collect veriﬁed information about
themselves from certiﬁed issuers (such as the Government). By controlling what information
is shared from the wallet to requesting 3rd parties (e.g., when registering for a new
online service), the user is able to better manage their identity online and their privacy
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– for example, only presenting proof that they’re over 18 without needing to reveal their
actual Date of Birth.

PERMIT

HOLDER

ISSUERS

VERIFIERS

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

The status quo for users is to grant consent to numerous apps and devices, which warrants a
high degree of vigilance of tracking who has access to what information. On the enterprise
front, collaboration with consumers and partners requires high-touch orchestration to
securely exchange data in a way that maintains privacy and security for all involved.
We believe a standards-based Decentralized Identity system can unlock a new set of
experiences that empowers users and organizations to have greater control over their
data—and deliver a higher degree of trust and security for apps, devices, and service providers.
We are committed to working closely with customers, partners, and the community to
unlock the next generation of Decentralized Identity–based experiences, and we’re
excited to partner with the individuals and organizations that are making incredible contributions
in this space. If the DID ecosystem is to grow, standards, technical components, and
code deliverables must be open source and accessible to all.
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Urust Global is actively collaborating with members of the Decentralized Identity Foundation
(DIF), the W3C Credentials Community Group, and the wider identity community. We’re working
with these groups to identify and develop critical standards. We’re developing an open
source DID implementation that runs atop existing public chains as a public Layer 2 network
designed for world-scale use. The purpose of this implementation is to establish a uniﬁed,
interoperable ecosystem that developers and businesses can rely on to build a new wave of
products, applications, and services that put users in control.
A new form of identity is needed, one that weaves together technologies and standards to
deliver key identity attributes—such as self-ownership and censorship resistance— that are
diﬃcult to achieve with existing systems. To deliver on these promises, we need a technical
foundation made up of seven key innovations—most notably, identiﬁers that are owned by
the user, a user agent to manage keys associated with such identiﬁers, and encrypted,
user-controlled datastores.

W3C DECENTRALIZED IDENTIFIERS (DIDS) — IDs users create, own, and
control independently of any organization or government. DIDs are globally
unique identiﬁers linked to Decentralized Public Key Infrastructure (DPKI)
metadata composed of JSON documents that contain public key material,
authentication descriptors, and service endpoints.
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS (FOR EXAMPLE, BLOCKCHAINS AND LEDGERS)
— DIDs are rooted in decentralized systems that provide the mechanism and
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features required for DPKI. Microsoft is participating in the development of
standards and technologies that are being developed by the community to
allow for a vibrant ecosystem of DID implementations that support a variety of
blockchains and ledgers.
DID USER AGENTS — applications that enable real people to use decentralized
identities. User Agent apps aid in creating DIDs, managing data and
permissions, and signing/validating DID-linked claims. Microsoft will oﬀer a
Wallet-like app that can act as a User Agent for managing DIDs and
associated data.
DIF UNIVERSAL RESOLVER — a server that utilizes a collection of DID Drivers
to provide a standard means of lookup and resolution for DIDs across
implementations and decentralized systems and that returns the DID
Document Object (DDO) that encapsulates DPKI metadata associated with
a DID.
DIF IDENTITY HUBS — a replicated mesh of encrypted personal datastores,
composed of cloud and edge instances (like mobile phones, PCs or smart
speakers), that facilitate identity data storage and identity interactions.
DID ATTESTATIONS — DID-signed attestations are based on standard formats
and protocols. They enable identity owners to generate, present, and verify
claims. This forms the basis of trust between users of the systems.
DECENTRALIZED APPS AND SERVICES — DIDs paired with Identity Hub
personal datastores enable the creation of a new class of apps and services.
They store data with the user’s Identity Hub and operate within the conﬁnes
of the permissions they are granted.

III. TRANSACTING IN THE METAVERSE
Once each and every blockchain account or wallet associated with speciﬁc individuals
has been conferred an ID, we need a mechanism for them to transact. The traditional
ﬁnancial systems include too many hindrances, whereas the native crypto solutions
typically lack necessary KYC and AML measurements.
Urust Global strikes a delicate balance between DTL-empowered cross-border payment and
the rigorousness and accountability of any large-scale transaction system.
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SENDING INTITUTION

Just as in the physical world, payments
in the metaverse can be made in various
ways, but the most common way is via
blockchain and digital currencies, which
users can utilize to purchase goods and
services from merchants wi thin the
metaverse.
Cryptocurrencies represent the monetary
connection between the physical and
virtual worlds. Users wanting to purchase
any goods in the metaverse can
exchange their local ﬁat currencies
into cryptocurrencies by setting up a
crypto wallet and using exchange
service to make the conversion.
Nonetheless, the conversion may not
be
straightforward,
as
each
metaverse has its own set of accepted
digital currencies, so users need to
know the payment methods the platform
accepts before making any exchanges.

RECEIVING INTITUTION

BENEFICIARIES

While cryptocurrencies are the most
popular payment method in the
metaverse, there is still room for ﬁat
money and traditional payment methods.
Paying with cryptocurrencies is a process
that involves a lot of friction – unlike the
online payment processes we know
and love, such as 1-click payments
with credit cards, and, in Brazilians’
case, Pix, the instant payment
method that can be carried out by
simply scanning a QR code shown on
the screen or copying and pasting the
Pix code into the mobile app.
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Imagine if the metaverse could combine
the security and ownership cryptocurrencies
provide with a smooth payment process,
just like the ones customers are already
familiar with. A frictionless payment process
can pave the way for new metaverse
users, making it more accessible to
almost anyone who wants to enter these
digital universes.

The virtual space could aid in further
bridging
the
gap
between
brick-and-mortar and their customers,
for whom it would no longer be necessary to make the trip to any physical bank
branch. Rather, they would be able to receive the same interactive experience in the
metaverse. However, this may not be the main area that banks are looking to capitalize on.
Virtual land at Decentraland has been appreciating rapidly — during its ﬁrst auction, a
parcel of land cost $20. In 2021, it went for an average of $6,000, and, by the start of
2022, it skyrocketed to $15,000. Throughout last year, real estate sales on the four major
metaverses reached $501 million and, if the current pace continues, could reach nearly
$1 billion in 2022.
Besides legacy banking players, in-metaverse payment is also of great interest for ﬁntech
companies. The metaverse looks like a natural pivot in line with their digital-ﬁrst nature.
They are better positioned to push the market forward, as, unlike banks, they do not have
to cut through miles of red tape and have more ﬂexibility to deploy new solutions. To take
advantage of this, one should focus on solidifying brand awareness and being prepared
to quickly reiterate once diﬀerent regulations start kicking in.
RIPPLE - THE GIANT. Given the aforementioned insights, Ripple undoubtedly stands out
as a ﬁrst-mover with incredible vision. Ripple is a ﬁntech company that builds global payment
systems, which center around XRP - an independent digital asset that can be used by
anyone for a variety of reasons including to send remittances or make online payments.
XRP is the native asset of the XRP ledger, a blockchain originally developed in 2011 by
developers Arthur Britto, Jed McCaleb and David Schwartz. The protocol was oﬃcially
launched in 2012, and soon after that, the team formed a new company called OpenCoin
that was led by Chris Larsen who joined as CEO. The following year, the company
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changed its name to Ripple Labs before shortening it, for marketing purposes, to Ripple
in 2015.
According to XRPLedger’s XRP documentation, the ledger settles payments in under
ﬁve seconds and can handle more than 1,500 transactions per second. A small amount
of XRP – about 10 drops (a unit of XRP) worth 0.00001 XRP – is destroyed to cover transaction
fees. The transaction cost is designed to increase along with the load of the network to
disincentivize using the network during busy periods. All XRP transactions are executed
and settled on the ledger.

XRP is intended to act as a “bridge” between hard-to-match ﬁat currencies. So if, for example,
there are no market makers on the network willing to trade shekels for shillings, one can sell
the shekels for XRP and then use XRP to buy shillings.
XRP is also used to provide on-demand liquidity (ODL) for Ripple’s ﬂagship RippleNet
service – a global payments network of ﬁnancial institutions that was originally three
separate products prior to 2019, including xCurrent ( a real-time settlement system),
xRapid (a liquidity product) and xVia (a payment application programming interface.)
ODL is simply the process of exchanging one ﬁat currency, say U.S. dollars, for XRP
tokens, sending those tokens to a receiving account that then exchanges the XRP for
their local ﬁat currency, say, Philippine pesos. Unlike ﬁat currencies that can take days
to send, XRP transactions usually take around 3 seconds.
URUST GLOBAL STANDING ON RIPPLE’S SHOULDER. Urust Global builds atop Ripple
Liquidity Hub so as to enable ﬁnancial institutions and businesses to be able to easily
and eﬃciently source digital assets from global crypto markets. In addition, our platform
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is intentionally built to be EVM-compatible, allowing the merge between legacy systems
with the smart contracts incorporating decentralized ﬁnance business logic on the
blockchains, in particular Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum.

IV. DISTINGUISHED METAVERSE SUITE
CONSOLIDATED ID: Urust Global provides a mechanism for an individual to obtain a
Consolidated ID (CID), which amalgamates all of his/her existing Web 2.0-based IDs.
Moreover, CID can be used to represent that individual in any interaction in the Web 3.0
ecosystem. Urust Global provides two implementations of CID, one is based on SBT
recently proposed by Vitalik Buterin et al., while the other is based on the DIF’s open
standard.
USER AGENT: Each individual participating in the Metaverse needs a gateway or an
interface to interact with the latter. Urust Global provides a mobile user-agent application
that not only facilitates such interactions, but also enables the user to manage, present
and delegate her CIDs. Needless to say that our User Agent is not only compatible with
the DIF’s open standard, but also EVM’s SBT, and all dominant blockchains’ major token
standards.
OMNI BRIDGE: As the decentralized metaverse is essentially built atop a host of distributed
ledgers (aka blockchains), there needs to be a mechanism that seamlessly connects all these
heterogeneous platforms together. In addition, it is also necessary to provide a connection
between the legacy-ID systems with the DLT-powered counterparts. Urust Global’s Omni
Bridge is designed to do exactly such linkage.
DIGITAL ASSETS AUTO-CONVERSION: Similar to currency-conversion features oﬀered
by the legacy Credit Card providers, Urust Global furnishes an auto-conversion functionality
that allows users to pay Urust Global’s native
currency for services and to all merchants.
The payment will be converted to the receivers’
preferred currencies or crypto tokens based
on the prevailing and most favorable
exchange ratio.

KYC-AS-A-SERVICE: The standard KYC
procedure is designed to perform legacy identity
veriﬁcation, thus allowing your business to meet compliance requirements and prevent fraud.
Urust Global helps businesses to verify users anywhere in the world with ease, ensuring
smooth onboarding and compliance.
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V. URUST GOVERNANCE
Urust Global truly embraces the decentralization credo and bakes into our own skeleton a
decentralized governance structure. This is facilitated by the indigenous token named URUST.

A. TOKENOMICS
- Total Supply: 80,000,000 URUST
- Distribution:

B. GOVERNANCE
Urust Global is governed by the DAO smart contract, whose voting power is denominated in
URUST. All proposals that amends Urust Global’s Governance need to undergo two phases.
The ﬁrst phase requires presenting the proposal in a speciﬁc bill that is compliant with Urust
Global’s DAO smart contract. The second phase simulates a typical parliament or congress
hearing. A bill is passed and its associated proposal comes into eﬀect only when it is endorsed
by a super majority of the eligible voters at the time.

C. CASHFLOW AND DIVIDEND
Urust Global’s cash ﬂow comes from the following avenues:
Transactional Fee we charge the services providers and merchants joining our
ecosystem. This model is much similar to that of legacy Credit Card companies,
but at the much lower rate. This includes Digital Assets Auto-Conversion fee (if
the merchants’s preferred currency does not belong to our list of supported
digital assets) and Payment Processing fee.
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One-time fee for CID-activation. This fee initially applies only to smart contracts
and wallets belonging to merchants and service providers.
KYC-as-a-Service fee: Should the service providers engage Urust Global in conducting
KYC and issuance of AML-compliant CID for their customers, the KYC fee will be
payable by the service providers based on the number of CIDs issued.

VI. TEAM
FOUNDER - BRAIN COHEN‘S ultimate quest is to build brand new
infrastructure for Web3. His prior post was consultant at McKinsey
& Company in Los Angeles. He received his Master’s degrees in
Business Intelligence from the University of Southern California.
Brain oversees the overall development of Urust Global.

CO-FOUNDER - DANIEL GAFFNEY is a seasoned entrepreneur
and held various engineering leadership positions. He is responsible
for setting Urust Global’s product strategy and in charge of
product development, user experience, business development,
editorial, content creation and customer operations.

LEAD ENGINEER - DAVID MAYAN is a detail-oriented organic
semiconductor researcher with 5 years of work experience at
ONDL. His expertise also expands to machine learning, multimedia
analysis, and data privacy. David is responsible for Urust’s technical
development as well as integration with legacy systems.

SOLUTION ARCHITECT - RAY YANG has intensive experience in
designing innovative business solutions for public sector clients.
He is skilled in information management, information retrieval and
virtualization. He is in charge of business application integration
and service activation at Urust Global.
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DATA SCIENTIST - JOHN GOLDMAN has strong analytical skills and
business savvy leading to quick grabbing business problems and
providing suitable solutions. He holds a Doctoral (PhD) degree in
Computer Vision and Deep Learning with a strong background in
Statistics, Computer Science and Data Modelling.

CYBERSECURITY ANALYST - CARL JACOBS is a senior Information
Security, Privacy and Risk Management Professional with a solid
technical background and a highly analytical mind. His expertise is
on identiﬁcation of software vulnerabilities toward high assurance
software development, which is essential for Metaverse's suite.

COMPLIANCE EXPERT - NATHAN ROSSE received his law degree
from Rutgers School of Law. During his studentship, he is working
in facilitating his department’s compliance with policies, and regulations.
His post at Urust Global focuses on Trust, Bank and Bank Holding
Company regulatory requirements.

BUSINESS ANALYSTS - ERIC CLOONEY is versatile and solutions-driven
analyst with broad-ranging experience improving business and
operational processes. His academic background comprises analytical
and computer science. He is developing useful metrics and
benchmarks for tracking Urust Global’s progress.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYST - ANDREW WOOD has 6 years hands-on
experience in quantitative analysis and statistical modelling. He
possesses solid knowledge of pricing models on equity, as well as
stochastic processes. He is working on data-driven strategies and
LP formulation for optimizing Urust’s cashﬂow.

